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Camp Bonneville Advisory 
Group Meeting Minutes 

 

 

February 21, 2024, 4:00 PM to 6:00 PM 
Luke Jensen Sports Complex in the LJSP Bud Van Cleve Community Room, and  

Virtual Meeting via Microsoft Teams  

 
Advisory Group: Allen Thomas, Ann Palkovich Shaw, Gregory Shaw, Michael Conway, Mary 
Lennox*, Tom Dennison*, Stephen Jones  
 
Clark County: Rocky Houston, Erik Harrison, Amy Arnold, David Stipe, Kaley McLachlan-Burton, 
Priya Dhanapal, Amber Emery, Evelyn Ives, Kathleen Otto 
 
Guests: Michael Langsdorf, Robert Nichols, Patti Romines, Patti Reynolds, Robert Yust, Teresa 
Hardy, Kirk VanGelder, Jared, Karissa H. 
 
* Not Present 

 
4:02 PM Called to Order & Charter Review 
Erik called the meeting to order. Priya discussed the agenda and the guidelines for asking 
questions.  
 
Allen, Rocky, Ann, Priya, and Kathleen discussed the Charter. It was reviewed by the County 
Manager, Deputy County Manager, and Council members and indicates that the advisory group is 
a limited duration focused group that will focus on reviewing the cleanup that has been done and 
identifying cleanup that still needs to be completed. Allen drafted a different version of the 
Charter and Greg, Amber, Rocky and Kathleen discussed it. Ann also included a handout with her 
comments regarding the Charter. Amber, Rocky and Kathleen indicated they would review Allen’s 
version of the Charter and Ann’s handout, and it was OK to proceed with the meeting before 
having members sign the Charter. Allen also indicated that he would like more time to review the 
handouts and added that additional documentation would have been helpful to review before the 
meeting. 
 
4:30  PM Introductions – Camp Bonneville Advisory Group  
Erik introduced himself indicating the cleanup on the property has been done for the sole purpose 
of the Reuse plan. He said his presentation will be focused on that. 
 
4:31 PM Detailed examination of the Prospective Purchase  
Erik discussed the overview of the Camp Bonneville site including its location, acreage, and 
history. He also reviewed the discussion topics including the Local Redevelopment Authority 
(LRA) Camp Bonneville Reuse Plan, the Feasibility of Suitability for Early Transfer (FOSET), the 
Prospective Purchase Consent Decree (PPCD) and the Quit Claim Deed.  
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Erik and Greg discussed the LRA and its history, reviewing where the information was obtained 
from. Erik discussed the Reuse plan and its primary elements. Erik also discussed the three areas 
on the map which include the Reuse area in gray, the wildlife management area in green and the 
central impact area in purple. Erik further discussed the LRA’s planning framework or principles, 
its study approach and process, and its conveyance listing the program’s two goals. Erik, Greg, and 
Rocky discussed the history of the property’s conveyance as well.  Erik also discussed the factors 
that could impact the Reuse plan.  
 
4:46  PM Break 
Erik indicated that the group would take a fifteen-minute break. Ann requested a copy of the 
PowerPoint presentation. 
 
4:59 PM Cont. of Detailed examination of the Prospective Purchase 
Erik discussed the overview of the FOSET, its cleanup requirements, the conditions for transfer, 
and the protective measures and restrictions. Erik also listed the nine primary elements for the 
site again regarding the Reuse plan, and Greg discussed information about the FOSET and the 
type of document it is.  
 
Erik discussed the PPCD reviewing its Washington Administrative Code (WAC). Allen requested 
copies of the accompanying staff reports for review and Erik said he wants to present a base level 
of understanding with these documents before moving forward to discuss the cleanup.  
 
Erik discussed the history of the PPCD, its objectives and requirements, and how it is regulated 
under the Model Toxic Control Act (MTCA) and Hazardous Waste Management Act (HWMA) and 
discussed the cleanup obligations and remedial actions. Erik shared that the county will be sending 
an employee to Texas for the Unexploded Ordnance Operator (UXO) certification which will aid in 
identifying UXO’s. Erik also discussed the Remedial Action Units (RAU’s), the periodic review, the 
long-term operations and maintenance plan, and the section 10 overview. Erik discussed the 
Request for Proposal (RFP) for the periodic review by a consultant and Greg and Rocky discussed 
sharing the RFP with the advisory group. Amber indicated the county will work with their legal 
counsel to ensure they meet the requirements. Erik said once the periodic review is complete, the 
focus will be on the long-term operations and maintenance plan which will be utilized by the 
operations and maintenance staff.  
 
Erik and Greg discussed the Quit Claim Deed’s restrictions and Allen and Erik discussed the site’s 
groundwater. Erik also discussed modifying the land use restrictions regarding the requirements.  
 
Erik summarized what was discussed including the FOSET, the Reuse Plan, the PPPCD, and the 
Quit Claim Deed.  
 
5:33 PM Close out remarks  
Erik said the next meeting will be on Wednesday, March 20, 2024 at the Luke Jensen Sports 
Complex in the conference room. He said the intent is to have the information to the Advisory 
Group members two weeks prior to the meeting. Rocky indicated that going forward, there will be 
a questions and answers portion at the end of the meeting to collect these and answer them 
afterwards. Erik discussed that the next meeting would start to review the RAU’s.  
 
Rocky, Ann, Kathleen, Greg and Erik discussed the Charter again and Kathleen said in the future 
there will be an extensive public process.  
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Rocky asked the Advisory Group members if they have any questions or feedback. Stephen 
thanked the county for the information they provided and shared his thoughts on the 
requirements for the site and exploring other options for it. Allen, Rocky and Greg discussed the 
RAU’s and having them broken down geographically versus in numerical order.  
 
5:52 PM Meeting Adjourned 
 
Respectfully submitted, Amy Arnold  
 

 
 






















